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REPORT ON MINING UNDS SICTION

MAGNETOMETER, VLF-EM AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS 

POINTE AUX MINES AREA, SLATER TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO 

Introduction

Geological and VLF-EM surveys were carried out during 
July 1975 on lines cut during May, 1975. Further geological, 
VLF-EM and magnetometer surveys were carried out during October 
1978 using the previously cut lines on 12 claims in Slater 
Township, Ontario.

Location, Access and Ownership

The property is located in Slater Township, Ontario 
on the south side of Alona Bay of Lake Superior. It is crossed 
by the Trans-Canada Highway #17 about eight (8) miles south of 
Montreal River. A bush road runs from the highway west across 
the claims.

The claims are recorded in the name of Colex Explorations
Inc.

Previous Exploration

The property has been explt :ed previously for copper 
and uranium. The first exploration was about 1850 when some 
shafts and adits were driven for copper on claims just to the 
west. Production of copper is reported to have been obtained. 
The property was idle until 1955 when further drilling was 
carried out for copper. This work reportedly outlined a zone 
containing 295,405 tons grading 1.174 copper over a strike 
length of 1,098 and width of 8.1 feet.

ring the 1950's the area was also prospected for
uranium. some trenching and sampling was carried out, but assay 
results are unknown.

Topography

The topography is very rugged with sharp changes in 
elevation. An exception is the area of Keweenawan volcanics 
back from the shoreline. The shoreline is very rugged in all 
areas, probably due to variable weathering of the rock exposures.

Survey Procedure

A base line was laid out in an east-west direction at 
approximately the centre of the claims, and cross lines run north 
and south at 400 foot intervals to the north and south claim bound 
aries. All lines were chained and picketed at 100 foot intervals.
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Survey Procedure (Continued)

Magnetometer readings were taken with a Sharpe MF-l 
fluxgate magnetometer at 100 foot intervals. The looping method 
was used for control of diurnal variation. In this method a 
base station is selected and readings taken along lines 
describing a loop, arriving back at the starting base station 
in less than two hours. A second loop is then started using 
either the some base station or another which is tied to the 
previous loop. Readings are then corrected for diurnal variation 
by assuming the time between readings is the same and distributing 
any variation equally among the intervening readings. No correc 
tion was applied less than the accuracy of the base station 
reading.

A VLF-EN survey was carried out using a Crone Radem 
instrument set to the signal from Balboa, Panama (24.0KHz). 
Readings were taken at 100 foot intervals using the procedure 
outlined in Appendix I. The looping method was used for control 
of variation/ the same as described for the magnetometer survey 
excepting that the times was noted for each station.

In the geological survey lines were traversed to check 
for outcrop. Rock exposures off the lines were located by 
pace and compass. The outcrops were noted in a field book and 
later plotted on a l" - 400 foot plan.

Geology

The.general geology of the area has been described by 
E.W. Nuffield . The area is underlain by Granitic and Gneissic 
rocks of probable Archean age overlain by Keweenawan volcanic 
and sedimentary rock.

Table of Formations

Quaternary
Recent Gravel, sand and clay

Precambrian
Proterozoic
Upper Keweenawan Conglomerate

Middle Keweenawan Basalt and diabasic flows
Amydaloidal basalt

Lower Keweenawan Diabase

Archean ^ S JVf - J[ 7 '*7 *~
Felsic and " * D
Metamorphic rocks Granite, Pegmatite Gneiss

Archean rocks underlie a large part of the property 
as a high rocky hill with considerable outcrop particularly in the

F!E.W. Nuffield O.D.M. Vol 64, part 3, 1955
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Table of Formations (continued)

west section. It is comprised of granite and gneisses cut by 
pegmatite dykes. The gneisses may be older sedimental/ and vol 
canic rocks which have been highly metamorphosed. They are most 
common on the high peninsula on the west part of the property.

The granitic rocks art pink to red in colour with some 
white and grey. It is cut by irregular dykes and masses of 
medium to coarse pink pegmatite. The pegmatites also cut the 
gneissic rocks.

The Lower Keweenawan series consists of a large number 
of diabasic dykes which cut all the archean rocks but are overlain 
by the Middle and Upper Keweenawan volcanic and sedimentary rocks. 
The dykes have at least three directions and crosscut each other/ 
indicating different ages of the dykes.

The north central part of the claims are underlain by 
a series of volcanic flows. The flows range from diabasic to 
basaltic with amydaloidal flow tops. The amydaloids arc* filled 
with calcite and occassional agates. There is one outcrop of 
conglomerate along the shore in the north east corner of the 
property overlying the volcanics.

Recent deposits cover all the rock types except along 
the shorelines and outcrops. One exposure of a sandstone dyke 
was found in the volcanics along the south shore of Alona Bay 
which may be a recent sand filling of a fracture.

Mineralization

property.
There are three areas of known mineralization on the

1) On the shore at the west side of the property, a 
narrow vein of galena may be seen along a narrow 
diabase dyke. The vein is only 6" wide but contains 
massive galena. It is worth checking for possible 
silver content.

2) Work was carried out about 1850 on copper mineral 
ization in the central part of the claim group. The 
workings are now overgrown and inaccessible. Copper 
values have been reported from diamond drilling.

3) There is an area of radioactivity on the central 
part of claim SSM 399175. Some trenching was done and 
traces of pitchblende reported. A diamond drill hole 
at this location in 1975 faJied to find any radioactivity,
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Results and Conclusions

Magnetometer
In the granitic areas the magnetometer survey did not 

show any large variations, excepting for somewhat lower readings 
in the areas of diabase dykes. In the volcanic areas, the 
results are very erratic. The magnetometer survey did not give any 
definite trends which could be useful for further exploration.

VLF-EM

The VLF survey shows some cross-overs which may indicate 
faulting wi thing the volcanics. They are worth some further 
checking.

Respectfully submitted

1 x '
y-

s

Aug. 3, 1979 R.A. MacGregor, P. Eng,
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CERTIFICATE

I, Robert A. MacGregor, certify:

i.

2.

3.

4.

/

I am a Mining Engineer residing at 134 Palace 
Drive, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. I have worked 
as a mining engineer and geologist for the past 
17 years.

I am a member of the Association of Professional 
Engineers of the Province of Ontario and a member 
of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.

I attended Queen's University for two years in the 
Mining-Geology course.

I personally supervised the field work covered by 
this report.

DATE
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Ministry of Natural Resources File.

Ontario
GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 

TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

W

Type of Survey(s) ——Mafmatomatar. VI.Fi.EM and Caoloniqal 
Township or Area Sitter_________________————— 
Claim Holdcr(s)___Colfrx Explorations Ino*—^————

Survey Company. 
Author of l R.A. HacGragor
Address of A...hnr 134 Palace Drive, S.S. Maria

Ontario 
Covering Dates of Survey. juiy 19.76, QotoJtxty 1P7

Total Miles of Line Cut _______

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for iirsi 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 

-Magnetometero ~-

-n,r,,T

Geochcmical

DAYS 
per claim

20

20

20

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit, do not apply lo airborne aurvryi)

Magnetometer ————
(cnltr d* yi prr claim)

DATE:J!^2
( L-'' '' '/' 

' 3/79 SIGNATURE:,/ /' '^c y.,"
Author of Rrporl 01 Afrnt

Res. Gcol.

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type

*.. L... . ...__ Qualifications... _ *.. 

Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

,J?.8M..W.8Jv(i8..
(prtfii)

.SSM..35.9.120,

.&SM..3A9.121, 

.&SM..3A9172.. 

.SSM..3A91I3..

.HSU..3A9125,

..33.91-76.

..S-r.H..3-9.01-80.

(number)

l

1
* 

J

\

\

TOTAL CLAIMS——12.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS - If more than one survey, specify data lor e.it.h type of survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval —— 
Profile scale————.

387
100

.Number of Readings 

J.inc spacing_____

Contour interval

Instrument _____RhBTT^ MF*?_-_______ -_—

Accuracy - Scale constant ——2{X-9*BSO**-Orv lo****t *O*1*"Z
C Diurnal correction method looping Method -- --

Base Station check-in interval (hours)—fcwO—hOUJT4—OY l***--— 

Base Station location and value —..—...WMTloo*_

y Instrument^... Prone Radon ...............
hr1- Coil configuration .

^ Coil separ.iiiiiii .. ,
y j.0^•| Atiur;icv ~. . . . . . . . .. . ~.— ...— — - —•^•j
~l Method: ij^i Fixed ir.insiinltei ' .; Shoot h.u k j In line l Parallel line

. . .. . 24.C K l'.l . ,., — -......
|l|)'illv \ l. * ^lJlc.lll)

. . . ot the roaultant fielt! . ,. ..._...__

Instrument . . . _. .. .. ...—— —————

Stale c instant . .. . -.. .... . _...__.——

C^iriec. iunj made. . ,. . . . . ... ... — . , ~.. — -.——
^•;

'4 ' -" " ^ -- - - - - - - -——— -
^' llasc st.uion \.ilii-- ,itul lot .din li . ... -. ... . .-.— ^

Kleval ion .11 t tit.n \ ... . .. . . - . .- — — __.—

liiitruineni - . ,-_———.

/•- M clh^'il [. l inn- li,.m.,in hn.|ii'-ii\ i) -ni.uri

~' I'ar.unel'rs On nine. h injueni \ . . ...__.
s*

S! •'j oil (inn- - K.ni^i- ............._.'^ H
•v ^i Di'l.iN lime
•: P
•^ '-f- I llli'yi.ll H '!! lillie.

. . . - ...- -.—————

Klec'tiode air,i\ ... . -... -.- - .. — .- -.- . . . - .-..—. .... .....-......--.-.—————————

Klcrtiode sji.u mi;-...-. . - . . -. ,. . .... - -. ..^——. . —--—————.———

l ypc of rlccirmle -._...___,___.___........ -. . .,. .^.. ... - . ...,... . ..... -- .,—__________
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CRONE GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

3607 WOLFEDALE ROAD, 
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, 
CANADA.

Phone: (416) 270-0096

Q A r\ C
l\r\ LJ t

EIVT RECEIVER MEASURING

FIELD STRENGTH,"DIP ANGLE
AND 9UADRATURE COMPONENTS 
OFTHE^/LF COMMUNICATION STATIONS' -

FIELD STRENGTH meter
BATTERY test and "STEADY" 
or "KEYED" signal switches

INCLINOMETER

FIELD STRENGTH range switch

VOLUME CONTROL 
ON-OFF switch

STATION SELECTOR switch

BATTERY COMPARTMENT 
(inside)

CONDUCTOR DIRECTION ARROW 
SPEAKER

'Ibis is a ruggcJ. simple' to operate. OXF. MAN f.M unit, li ran hi- med without line cutting And is thus 
ideally suital for GROUND LOCATION OF AlRBOkSl; CONDUCTORS and the CHECKING OUT OF 
MINT.RAL SHC)\VIN(iS. This instrument utili/es tnu'iL-r thun normal J-!M frequencies and i\ capable of detecting 
DISSLMINATLD SUI.I'IIIDH DliJ'OSlfS and SMALI SLLI'HIDK HODIIiS. It accurately isolate* BANDED 
CONDUCTORS and operates through areas of HIGH HYDRO NOISE. The method is capable of deep 
penetration but due lo the high frequency used its penetration is limited in areas of clay and conductive overburden.

The DI i' ANGLE measurement detects a conductor from a considerable distance and is used primarily 
for locating conductors. The FIELD STRENGTH measurement U used to define the shape and attitude of the 
conductor.



CRONE GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

J*07 WOLFCOAUE ROAD 

MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO 

CANADA

PHONE (41(1 2'0-OOM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION OF THE

RADEM VLF-EM RECEIVER

(1) Transmitter Stations

The VLF Communication Broadcast stations are positioned 
throughout the world. At present, 12 of these stations broadcast 
steadily except for maintenance periods usually of 1/2 to 1/3 days 
per week. The RADEM receives any 7 of these stations with selection 
by means of a switch. The usable range of the stations varies 
widely with power and transmission conditions but is usually between 
1000 and 5000 miles. Two types of signals are broadcast "keyed" 
(on and off) and "frequency shift" (FM). Frequency shift provides 
a steady signal and is most suitable for Field Strength neasurcrnents, 
When a "Keyed" signal is used the receiver must be switched to the 
keyed signal "K" position for Field Strength Measurements.

A station should be selected that is located in the sare 
direction as the regional strike. If in doubt of the geological 
strike two orthogonal stations should be read.

(2) Field Measurements

(a) Dip Anglo of Resultant Field

Technically the angle in degrees, from the horizontal, of 
the major axis of the polarization ellipse. This is the easiest 
measurement to make since it is not dependent on changes in signal 
strength. The dip angle measurement detects a conductor from a 
considerable distance - from several hundred to several thouscind 
feet. Direct plotting of the dip angles often does not clearly 
define the shape or position of the conductor. If strong regional 
effects occur the conductor may not produce a cross-over and may 
be defined only by a sharp variation in dip angles.

Two methods arc available to overcome this defect in the 
dip angle measurement: (1) Field Strength measurement and (2) 
treatment of the Dip Anglo data by means of a simple process deve 
loped by D. C. Fraser and described in Geophysics Vol. 34, #6, 
December 1969.

SM-S*^
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Field Strength Measurements

These measurements do not detect the conductor until they 
are almost above it. Thus they are independent of regional trends 
and accurately define the shape ar.c boundries of the conductor. 
This is simply achieved by contouring the Field Strength readings. 
Either the Resultant Field Strength or Horizontal Component of the 
Field Strength are measured, usually the latter, since it is easier 
to read.

The Field Strength of a VLF station varies with tine thus 
a base station must be established and drift corrections applied 
as in a magnetic survey. Drift is particularly rapid during sun 
rise and sunset (5(^ per hour) and reading is not advised during 
this period. The primary base station is usually located in a non 
conductive area where the dip angle is near "O" and the out-of-phase 
signal is also "O" - the Field Strength is set at 100 at this station 
and this is the Normal Field Strength standard for the survey.

(c) "Out-of-Phase" Field Strength Measurement

This is in effect the out cf phase component perpendicular in 
direction to the resultant field. The measurement is without sign 
and is sensitive to very low orders cf conductivity. l i i s simply 
the minimum reading of the Field Strength meter obtained when reading 
the Dip Angle. It is expressed ir. -.erir.s of percent of the normal 
Field Strength. It is not usually recorded unless very lov; orders of 
conductivity are of interest.

FIELD PROCEDURE;

{1) Make sure the "Normal" - "K" switch is in the normal position.

(2) Hold the RADEM with the meter faces horizontal. Rotate the 
instrument in a horizontal plane, by roving the body until a null 
is observed on the Field Strength reter. This aligns the base of the 
instrument in the direction of the VI" field and the operator v/ill 
be facing in the direction of the transmitting station.

(3) Raise the instrument such 
rock it back and forth until a rr. 
Strength meter (switch on 0-300 
Phase" reading. Holding the ins 
the inclinometer for the Dip Ang 
through the "o" of Crone points

hat t h
l ** * "" p * *~

S - S IO )
*- ^ *̂ ~^ ?

Ie"Vea

e meter faces are vertical and 
is obtained on the Field

This minimum is the"0ut-of- 
t at the minir.um position read 
ding. N'ote that the arrow 
s the conductor. If this is

north then the inclinometer reads 
the north. This convention leav^ 
is located. The operator must b* 
cross-over and a false cross-ovc: 
to help simplify this matter.

' and the conductor is towards 
doubt as to where the conductor

; to recognize between a true 
this convention is established
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(4) For a Horizontal Field Strength measurement hold the meter 
face horizontal and rotate this instrument in a horizontal plane 
until a maximum reading is obtained. This will be approximately in 
a direction at right angles to the operator. For a Resultant Field 
Strength measurement - this is the maximum Field Strength reading 
obtainable - and is obtained by holding the RADEM at right angles to 
the operator and inclined at the sane angle as the dip angle.

(5) For a Field Strength readir.g with a "Keyed" VLF signal move 
the "Normal" - "K" switch to the "J"' position. It must be returned 
to the "Normal" position for the dip angle measurement.

Since the Field Strength varies with time this reading must be 
tied to a base station with drift corrections applied similar to a 
magnetometer survey. If possible the primary base station should 
be established in a non-conductive area where the dip angle is near 
"O" with out of phase near "O" and where the volume control is 
adjusted such that the Field Strength reading is "100".

EXAMPLE OF FIELD SHEET

Station 
L 6+OOW

lON-Base
10+50N
UN
11+50N
12N
12450N
13N
13450N
14 N
14+50N

lON-Base

Out of 
Phase-%

2
2
0
0
0
4
6
6
0
0

TRANSMITTER STATION

Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday

BATTERIES

8:00 a. 
12:00 a. 
7:00 a. 

11:00 a. 
9:00 a.

Dip Angle 
Degrees

0
0
2N
6N

12N
22N
20N
8N
IS

12S

SHUT DOWN

m. to 2:00 
m. to 5:00 
m. to 1:00 
m. to 7:00 
m. to 1:00

Reading

100
100
99

101
102
118
185
263
247
164

114

TI.".ITABLE

p. r.
p. r., 
p. r., 
p..-., 
p.-.

Field Strength 
Time Drift Corr

9:00 0 100
.02 0 100
.04 -1 98
.06 -1 100
.08 -2 100
.10 -2 116
.12 -2 187
.14 -3 260
.17 -3 245
.20 -4 162

10:10 -14 100

{All times Eastern

Annapolis, Maryland 
Hav/aii 
Balboa, Panama 
Seattle, Washington 
Cutler, Maine

Remarks

Lake
Lake

Road

X 'over

Standard)

For units up to #10* - 2 of 9 volt batteries required. 
For units above 1*100 - l only battery is required hut plugs for 2 
batteries are supplied for cold weather operation.



1. Range Switch
2. Meter
3. (lain Switch
4. Level
5. Battery Pack
6*. Battery Connector

7. Sjlica Gel* i*

'8. Protection Cap
9. Latitude Adjustment 

Control Fine
iff. Latitude Adjustment 

Control Coarse
11. Carrying Strap 

MODELMF-f. FLUXGATE MAGNETO METER

E. J. SHARPE i?:sTRur;jEr!7s or CANADA IH;,JTED
P.O. Box 279,-V/iSIowdale, Onlaiio



MODEL MF-1 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
Op*rol!on of td* Meter
1.) Remove all magnetic oSjects Iron operator's person, e.g. keys, coins, buttons, etc. 

Zippers should be non-magnetic.
2.) Connect Battery Cable, Figure 6, to magnetometer receptacle on bottom of main hous 

ing. This connection must be secured by lock-ting.
3.) Attach battery pack (Fig. S) either in back pocket or on belt behind operator.
4.) Switch on ISain Switch (Fig. 3) to iirst position, *hic!i is the battery check. Indicating 

meter needle should rest within rtd arc. Replace batteries if reading below red arc.
5^Latitude Adjustment-To adjust the latitude setting toread O gaxnas is a simple operation, 

a. After indicating neter needle (f ij.2) shows voltage okay.switch Main Switch (Fl|.3) 
to next position which is the positive reading with the Range Switch (Fig. l) set at

- the 100K step. (100,000 gznai range) 
b. 11 needle goes full arc to lc-lt past O, switch main switch (Fig. 3) to last position

which is the negative leading range.
. c. Figures 10 md 9 indicat* th* latitude •djuikent controls - Coarst control is Fig. 

10 and Fine control is Fig. ?. 11 scale reading is acre than t 7,000 ganmas totate 
coarse control (Flg. 10) in steps of 7.COO and switch range down to nore sensitive 
rang* until scale is reading less than * 7,000 ganaas. Remove protection cap on 
fine control (Fig. 1) ty pulling straight off. T^n rotate list control switch (Fig. 9) 
until scale reading is O ganmas. Check reading by switching stain switch Iron 
positive lo negative (or vice versa) to ensure O reading both polarities. Replace fine 
control protection cap.

6.) Calibration - This oeter is calibrated at the factory p; i w to delivery. Field tests she-* 
that only by severe misuse (i.e. coni luit croppirtj, rci|h haiJIing, improper shipping) 
can the calibration of this instrument bi effects!. !i is i*eiefore aot necessity lore- 
calibrate in the field and if through nisuse calitra'.icn b'comtj necessary, the neter 
should be returned to the faclwy. 'All (arts are {uzranietl against defect lw a p..'od 
of on* year arid will be replaces !:ee of charge.

* This guarantee does not apply to catteries or the ccnr.eethg cable.
7:) Trouble Shooting - Under nirir.jl ccr.diticns the only lie W problem nil) t* batteries or 

the connecting obit. II after cosplj'.icn of sto (4) under "Operation cf the titter" 
the ceter still lots not indie:!* voltzie, cfieck ca;!s fer fauity connection or broken 
cable. If after this procedure, tcter still dess n:t Indicate cur r e.M, return unit w roed i- 
ately to your supplier or directly to the factory. 

Rtglonol Lotltud* Sctlin;*
Normally each unit is p;e-iet at t 1,; factory for IM tjorthern Hemisphere. However, If the 
unit is required for Equatorial or SovU.era Hemispheric regions, tr.e unit will be pre-set at 
the factory for these treas. If a unit is going f ion one of the above regions lo another, 
reset instructions will be supplied on reqt:st.
Field Procedure
1.) Select Base Control station. This station should be sehcled in relation to one or

both of two things.
1. General mi;r.elic background (i.e. not ancaelous) if possible.
?. Accessibility ir relation lo area being surveyed. 

2-) Set magnetometer torrid betwein O ar.d 200 ga^rzas.(Forcostjuring and to avoid snail
negative readings, an sroitriry value of lOOO-iCOjjwnar shc-jldbe added la aihtaJings.

3.) For effective diurnal control, ccoliol sUti-jns should te perninenlly narked and read- 
Ings should be taken a! Ih: sar.f height and beat ion each line; a sin-pie r.ethod is to 
have the control stations' pic V t H tonrccred tn',5 tU ground w:lh the Up itcut waist 
height. Rest the probt end ol the n?;-iclor.iol:( on the top of the picket. In barren 
country,a mound or large piect cf rock jr vctre other nateriol should be tsed.

4.) Continue survey the same M tny cthe. mc'.hcd of r.agnetic surveying.
5.) Recove and rrpljre Silica-Ctl (Fi?./) w!*en deleiiorattd. The silica ttl is located

In the removable probe housing.
The Silica bar OcuU not be pbccO on the bcttcn of Die probe housing. 

t.) Do not p J li poffeilul njcncl cbicr than l loo', lo instrument. 
7.) During winter cpenlicn, bjlleiics ''^ould bc i.ept in'nocket or under (orki.
•"Warning: - Po not leave batteries i battery i.t\t w hen unit is being stored. Always be- 

be sure cietcr is tinned off i tt'.i u -c. Discerned bsllciy cosle when meter not in use.

S SM-1775



Swrfoca and Mining Right* 
in front of Slottr Townthip 
or* Withdrawn from Stoking
under Sec. 43 of The Mining Act. 
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